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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0024997A1] 1. An automatic firing-tube feed device, for artillery gun, incorporating a tube, a breech wedge (1), a breech ring, mounted
on the breech, for the purpose of igniting a propelling charge contained in a caseless, flammable case or cartridge bag type ammunition, said feed
device incorporating : - one firing-tube holder assembly (7), moveable in a step-by-step rotation around an axis (Z-Z'), on which n firing-tubes (8) are
held in an arrangement parallel to said axis and spaced at regular intervals around a circle centered on said axis, - one control means of the firing-
tube holder (7) in step-by-step rotation (10, 11, 12) (2 pi/n pitch) and in translation, respectively, around and along the axis, permitting the firing-tube
replacement after each round of ammunition has been fired, - one breech-hammer holder assembly (33), retractable in relation to the firing-tube
holder (7) at the time of the firing-tube replacement operation, and traveling in a plane perpendicular to the firing-tube holder axis in order to clear
the latter at the time of the firing-tube replacement operation, characterized by the fact that the firing-tube holder control means incorporates : - one
grooved shaft-grooved bore assembly (14, 16), the grooved shaft (14) with its axis common with the firing-tube holder (7) axis (Z-Z'), interlocking
with the latter and sliding in the grooved bore, the shaft and bore groove ends (13, 15) being provided with chamfers (17), said shaft's chamfers and
grooves working together with the bore ones, in order to permit the firing-tube holder step-by-step rotation, - one circular gear-rack pair (10, 11) to
permit the translation motion along the firing-tube holder axis, the rack (11) interlocking with the firing-tube holder, and having the same axis as the
latter, the gear (10) being actuated when the gun breech (1) is operated.
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